
WPS-ACC-PTZ-CTRL Keyboard Controller  •  Quick Reference

Aiming Your PTZ Camera
To pan the camera up, down, left, or right, move the joystick in the 
appropriate direction.  

To zoom the camera, causing it to narrow or widen its field of vision, rotate 
the joytick knob clockwise (to zoom in) or counterclockwise (to zoom out). 

There is usually a small delay between moving the joystick and the camera 
responding. This is normal, and does not indicate a malfunction. 

Keyboard Shortcuts
Below is a list of keyboard shortcuts available with this controller. Keystrokes 
are separated by a + sign. For example, “Set + Ent” means to press the Set 
key and then the Ent key (do not press them both at the same time). 

The symbol [##] means to enter a numeric value. 

Shortcut Function
[##] + Cam This selects the camera with the ID number [##].
Tele This increases the maginifcation of the lens, 

zooming in for a closer view. 
Wide This decreases the maginifcation of the lens, 

zooming out for a wider view.
Far Shifts the camera’s focus to distant objects.
Near Shifts the camera’s focus to close objects.
Set + [##] + Preset This saves the selected camera’s present position 

as a preset. 
[##] + Preset This moves the selected camera to the designated 

preset.
Set + [##] + Pattern This begins recording a pattern that will be saved 

under the designated pattern number.
Set + 0 + Pattern This stops recording the pattern (see above) and 

saves it. 
[##] + Pattern This orders your camera to begin moving 

according to the designated pattern number.
9 + 5 + Pre This calls the main menu of the selected camera. 

Menu Map
Press and hold the Set key to access the main menu. 

1. Set KB ID 
2. Set baudrate 
3. Joy_calibrate
4. Multi keyboard status: 

1. Save preset 
2. Show preset 
3. Clear preset

1. Pattern Num:
2. Set pattern
3. Run pattern

[Not supported]

[Shows specifications]

[Not supported]

[Shows options]

[Shows options]

1. Set KB Parameter
2. About keyboard

1. Set dome preset
2. Set dome scan
3. Set dome pattern
4. Set dome tour

1. Matrix menu
2. Dome menu

1. Keyboard setup
2. Dome setup
3. Protocol select
4. Exit Menu
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